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DISCLAIMER
The information provided within this eBook is for general informational purposes only and
should not be taken as advice. Readers should make their own independent enquiries before
acting on any information. Any use of this information is at your own risk.

MEDICAL DISCLAIMER
This eBook does not contain medical advice. The author of this eBook is not a doctor. This
book is not meant to be used, nor should it be used, to diagnose or treat any medical
condition. For diagnosis or treatment of any medical problem, consult your own physician.
You should not take any of the supplements, medications, herbs or substances mentioned on
this eBook before consulting your doctor. You hereby agree that you shall not make any
medical or health-related decision based in whole or in part on anything contained in this
eBook.
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PROLOGUE
When I started my self improvement journey over 8 years ago, I would never
had believed how far I could get. A shy, over nice guy I used to be. Extremely
nervous around girls, always letting my happiness being dependent of other
people. Depressed, no hope in future.
Until I finally made a decision to turn my life around. Finally getting over my
shyness, getting a lot of women and becoming confident on social situations.
The methods I’m going through this book will not only dramatically improve
your dating life, but every aspects of your life. Like making a new friends,
expanding your social circle or improving your career. You will become the
boss of your own happiness.
This book is mainly focused for going picking up women on bars and clubs. The
whole process of how to prepare, how to approach and open, how take things
to sex and maybe making her your girlfriend, if you want it. By going alone
and sober, forcing yourself to interact with people your social skills and
confidence will skyrocket. Also you will become immune to the fear of
rejection.
I can say it’s a very nice feeling when your dating life isn’t dependent on
alcohol and you can approach women everywhere without the caring possible
rejections.
But I only give you the tools. You don’t change your demeanor by reading the
books. You need to go out there and apply these methods, so they will
integrate in time on your persona and you will become naturally the most
attractive version of yourself. In the Chapter 4 in this book, there is a 15 days
program containing different drills you can apply to get rid of the fear of
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approaching and becoming confident around girls. The program also boosts
your social skills, small talk skills and confidence.
My story of starting going alone to clubs and becoming good at it
I share first a few of my stories about going solo to bars.
When I started my journey to transform for better person: self improvement ,
becoming good with women, breaking my social anxiety and shyness; I throw
myself straight to the fire. Alone, sober to the nightclub. This was not probably
the best way to start this, but I wanted the change on my life.
What can you expect of insecure virgin going alone in nightclub? I was
sweating and anxious. Just wanted to get fuck out of there, back to safe
haven, my home.
But I knew I had to go out of my comfort zone if I wanted the change. So I
went for it and forced myself the most uncomfortable situations I could
experience at the time.
I approached a lot of women. And I got rejected a lot. Didn’t even get
phonenumber back then. I barely could be talk with them 2 minutes and then
got blown a way.
But I kept going.
Few years later, alone on clubs again: I enter to the club and 15 minutes later
leave with hottie, going back to my place. Few days later I go again to bar,
straight to the dancefloor and few minutes later making out with hot girl, not
long until I end up in bar’s toilet to get my dick sucked and banging her. Then
again, not long time until I hit the club, this time leaving the club with two girls
who are friends and live at the same place, ending up banging both of them.
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I wouldn’t never believe I could do that years ago. My only goal was to find a
cute average girlfriend. But when it all clicked, I found multiple of them. I also
lived a full player life style in between the short or longterm relationships, by
going multiple times a week to clubs for getting chicks.
These were just minor few of the countless adventures by going solo. I don’t
want brag, but to motivate you. The point of this was, you can do it too, if you
are ready to leave your comfort zone and start your self improvement journey.
It requires a self discipline and time.
So let’s start this journey.

CHAPTER 1
Before we go into actual steps from approaching a woman and taking things to
next level, the first thing to do is to maximize your potential. Increasing how
you look, how you feel and how you behave. The dating game is numbers
game, and you want to minimize the possible rejections and have the best
possible results you can get.
If you are familiar with this and have already improved your potential, you can
skip this section and go into details for playing the actual ’game’, aka picking
up women.
The looks matter for women, but it’s not all. I’m not a hot guy. I was around
average back then, but maximized my appeal to slightly above average guy. I
already got laid before I maximized how I look, because I transformed my
demeanor to attractive one, like I will tell in this book later how to. But when I
also transformed how I look, my results with women skyrocketed.
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The simple formula:
Maximize your demeanor/playfulness + Maximize your looks =
Great success with women

What makes a man’s behavior attractive?
Being a Man. Women are attracted to manly men, like we are attracted to
feminine women. Being a man who can stand for himself and take responsible.
Being a man who is dominating and don’t let others put him go down.
This is where ’nice guys’ get friendzoned. They are lacking enough backbone to
stand for themselves, which women see as a weakness. Women have their
ancient instincts of being attracted to man who can protect her and the
children. It’s programmed in their brain to find a male with strong genes to
pass for their child. A man who have the traits listed above is the strong man
who they find attractive.
The ’badboys’ who women find attractive have common one thing, they are
usually low inhibition. They don’t care about what other think and do what they
want. And won’t let other put them down. These attractive traits in their
personality are the thing why women go always for badboys and nice guys
don’t get any. I’m not saying you should turn yourself into a thug, but to do
some changes in your behavior if you find yourself acting over kindly.
Another thing besides the behavior and demeanor are the outer qualities that
indicates a man being a good partner. How he looks, how he speaks, how is his
body language? It’s possible to master all of these things and make you
tremendously attractive.
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What makes a man good looking?
It’s usually the two phenotypes that are the ones who are getting lot of
women. The first one is a classic handsome guy, that women find a potential
relationship material. These guys usually are ’nice guys’, but not in the way I
described above. They are friendly and steady, but confidence and have
backbone to stand for themselves, so they are not having the ”nice guy
syndrome”.
The second is the ”Bad boy” type of guy, not so attractive facially, but he has
some traits that makes women’s pussy a wet. A mysterious behavior, tattoos
maybe, yob, chill attitude towards life to live at the moment and not stress.
This is the type girls want to get fucked hard and have one night stands.
Why most guys are struggling to get girls or/and are not players, is because
they aren’t the badboy types. BUT they aren’t goodlooking enough being the
first one type mentioned, so they lack the looks of the classic handsome guy
and the sex appeal of badboy.
For getting laid or finding a girlfriend, there isn’t a requirements to have the
looks of male model. Slightly above average is more than enough, and most
people can achieve this easily. After this it just becomes easier.

Improving your sex appeal and looks
So we start improving these masculine features to boost your sex appeal and
looks. After maximizing all of these your success rate will raise tremendously.
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-Losing the bodyfat percentage is the number one thing you can do to make
yourself more good looking. Even if you lose the size, your facial structure will
become more masculine due to sharpened jaw line and cheek bones.
Also visible abs are hot and sexy. Showing them off on the dancefloor is a
good way to be the pussy magnet. My tip is to drop your bodyfat %
somewhere around 10%, so you can see your real potential. After that start
clean bulking to build muscles with minimal fat gains. The low bodyfat
percentage also gives an illusion of widen shoulders and v-taper, so combine
this with training lats and shoulders in the gym, and start swimming regularly
to get that sexy V-taper.
The low bodyfat percentage alone though won’t diminish the bloated face on
some people. Bloated face is bad for your facial features in attraction wise. To
maximize your looks, get rid of the possible facial bloating you may have. Here
are ways to get rid of it:

•

Minimize your salt intake. High salt intake swollen your face.

•

Lowering the stress and cortisol levels. Cortisol levels can be reduced
with some supplements, like Vitamin C or Rhodiola Rosea. The rhodiola
rosea is one of my favorite supplements, it’s like magical herb for
boosting energy levels and mood, on the other hand killing the stress.
It’s effects are cumulative, so it needs to be taken on cycles.
The antidepressive and mood lifting effects can be seen in few days, but
it takes a full effect in about week. I love that phase, feels like I become
immune to stress. Little things wont bother me anymore and anxiety
goes down. This herb also boosts testosterone levels, so the gym
performance is better.
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By icing the cake, it lowers the cortisol levels and can improve your looks
by reducing the facial bloating. Read more here about reducing face
bloating: http://www.lonewolfmentality.com/how-to-get-rid-of-bloatedface/
-Beard, preferring a stubble. It’s like make up for men. For some guys it can
dramatically improve their looks and hide the flaws. I always get the best
results while I have a stubble.
The low bodyfat percentage, stubble and sexy tan is killer combo. These are
the best ways to make you more attractive. Tanning though ages your skin, so
it’s double edged sword. It makes you temporarily more attractive, but in the
long term less attractive due to worse skin quality.
For skin care, I don’t like the products. I think they have some ingredients in
them which temporarily reduces the pimples, but after stopping taking it, the
pimples comes back bigger. I made a experiment in the past, and had face full
of pimples for two weeks after stopping taking skin care products. Then the
skin became the same as it was while taking the products: Not full acne, but
some pimples here and there.
Some natural ways to get rid of these pimples and more clear skin, is to take a
cold showers. Stopping the consumption of caffeine improved my skin quality
greatly too. Also taking a zinc supplements are good ways to improve your
skin.
About the hairstyle, this depends alot of your head shape. Shaving a buzz cut
is a good way to boost sex appeal and ”Bad boy” look. If you don’t like this
style though, ask your bartender which hairstyle fits you. They are good to
estimate this.
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Tattoos and piercings gives you a vibe of outgoing guy. Taking a tattoo though
just for getting more women is a bad idea. It should have more meaning and
personal for you.

Improving you behavior and performance
Your social skills will improve a lot when you go to the field (bars/clubs) and
start picking up women, but it’s always best to make sure you are on the right
state of mind and can have the best possible vibe.
You can learn a small talk. You can increase your charisma. You can develop
your social intelligence and skills. You can get over social anxiety. But these
things: high energy, good mood and fast thinking, are not learnable. They can
be acquired with healthy life style, but also with using some
nootropics/supplements.
By maximizing them your results on the field will be better. When you get good
results, you get more confidence. When you get more confidence, you get
even better results. Think about it like real life RPG game, you are leveling the
social skills. Maximizing your performance is like xp booster, you will improve
faster.
Some ways to get more energy and boost mood:
-Maximize your natural testosterone levels. I have full guide for this in my
blog: http://www.playertricks.com/natural-way-to-maximize-testosterone/
-Limit the masturbation once a week. Sex is okay though.
-Limit the use of stimulants like caffeine. When you have no tolerance, you’ll
get the positive energy boosting effects. Save the stimulants when you go out.
-I’m not going to list here a whole list of supplements, but here is a huge-listof-working-and-non-working-supplements/ I’ve tried.
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CHAPTER 2
The journey begins
After you have maximized your outer traits to be as attractive as possible, it’s
time to start going into details of maximizing your social skills, confidence,
improving your flirt/playfulness, getting completely rid of the fear of the
rejections, learning to read women and most importantly, acquiring the ”I
don’t give a fuck” attitude which will make you to get what you want.

What women want?
It doesn’t matter. What matters, is what YOU want. As a man it’s your
responsible to be the dominating gender (Not beating like caveman) who takes
the charge. Women are attracted to guys who can take the initiate and do
what they want. It’s very important to be this guy when you first meet her.
After you go further in the relationship, the dominance can be balanced. But
when you are just starting to date her, you should always be the one who is
taking the lead.
I’m not natural leader neither, but I learned to be the one who makes the
decisions and takes a responsibility.
I know this may be hard if you have been accustomed to be the neutral one
and always give other’s to make a choice. This is what I suffered before, it was
one symptom of the over kindness. I was afraid of getting rejected by saying
my opinions or what we should do. It was just easier to follow others. Later on
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this book, when we go into steps by getting rid of the over kindness I explain it
more.
When I got over this issue, and finally got confidence to say my own opinions
and be the one making choices, I realized something very important. People
started to like me more. People started to follow me, as I had confidence to
take a lead. Not only women, but also men. Making a new friends were easier
when I wasn’t the neutral guy in the group, but went straight to the top of the
group by having my own opinions and not caring what other’s were thinking.
The thing was, when I believed myself, other’s started to believe me too.
Examples to be the dominant one while meeting women:

•

Do not ask. Make statements. Example when you are about to get her
phonenumber, you dont ask it, but say: ”Put your number here so I’ll
text you”.

•

Don’t be afraid to say your opinions. If you disagree something with her,
don’t be afraid to not say it.

•

Make choices. Don’t be neutral when you are about to do something and
let her choice. Like answering ”I dunno” or ”Whatever”.

Being dominated by male is a thing that is programmed in women’s brain.
That’s why many got wet and horny when you are the dominating her and
giving a rough sex. Being taken like a man.
To learn how to be more dominant, you need to acquire little bit of narcism to
stand for yourself. The word narcism sounds bad, but it’s necessary to get this.
If you are always too kind for people and afraid to say what you want, you
aren’t going to acquire it. Start today applying this and getting more dominant
behavior, example:
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•

If someone in group is asking to make a choice, you make it. At least say
what you would like to do. Not ”I dunno” or ”Whatever”.

•

Say your honest opinions and what you are thinking. This grows your
authority.

If you are with girl, do these:

•

When you are walking, grab her hand. If she rejects (What I doubt),
don’t force it. This way you are showing you are a man who can proudly
walk hand in hand with her. Many men are afraid to do this, and by
doing so, you are already separated of not being a pussy.

•

You see a pub/bar where you would like to go with her, don’t ask but
say: ”That’s good place, let’s go there and get some drink”. If she
refuses, be okay with it and suggest something else. She’s the follower.

Improving your social skills
Social skill is a skill like playing guitar. It can be learned. It can be improved,
which requires doing it again and again.
I’m not extrovert naturally myself. I’m not high energy guy always having a
need to say something. I’m very calm. But it’s difference what I used to be is
not what I say, but how I behave. The tone of voice, bodylanguage, facial
expressions. Even I’m not social butterfly and the center of the party, I’m not
shy anymore. And it’s the first thing to get over to improve social skills.
People I’ve known a long time are always saying ”You used to be so shy, how
you got rid of it?”.
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And the new people I meet say ”I can’t believe you have been shy in past, you
just don’t look like it!”.
Here are some tips what you can start applying today in your interaction with
people if you already haven’t:

•

Eye contact. Take and hold an eye contact with the people you are
talking with. If your look is wandering around, you are making yourself
look like insecure. This is the habit you are able to do naturally when you
do this enough.

•

Be polite. This isn’t the same thing as over kindness. Be polite, but if
someone is trying to put you down, stand for yourself.

•

Listen. Social interaction requires a two people. People like to talk about
themselfs. When you are good listener, people start to like you more and
want to have prolonged conversations.

•

Bodylanguage. This is important. Your bodylanguage tells more than
your words. If you insecurely hold your arms around your body, you are
keeping closed bodylanguage which make you look like you are
uncomfortable. Even if you weren’t, but these are the little things that
you probably don’t realize yourself. People may think you don’t want to
talk with them as you look uncomfortable.
By having an open and confident language you become more charismatic
and people like more to have conversation with you. If you are standing,
don’t swing around. Stand with good posture, arms relaxed and have an
eye contact with the one you are talking with. This alone makes you look
greatly more confident. If you are sitting, spread your legs and lean back
smoothly. Maybe put your arms widely between you.
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•

Sense of humor. Having a good sense of humor is a imporant trait.
People like guys who are chill, funny and positive. None like negative
people. Don’t be so serious about things, laugh at them. Nothing to
stress about, everything will end up good in the end.
One imporant thing when you are telling something which you think is
funny, is not to burst into laugh. People find this uncomfortable when
you are laughing at your own jokes which aren’t funny really. Let them
laugh first, then you can.

•

Ability to laugh at yourself. Guys who have ability to not take them too
serious and make joke of themselfs are likeable. These types of people
create an aura of calmness around them. People around them can feel
relaxed. The next time you do something embarassing, don’t try to
defend and struggle back. Laugh at yourself with other’s. By not feeling a
shame you’ll become a man people like to follow.

•

Call people with their names. Not of course when you are talking with
two of you, but when you are in group. When you are using names,
instead of pointing ”you”, you’ll be more likeable. People want to hear
their own names.

•

Don’t argue. It won’t lead nowhere. What you win if you win the opposite
in arguing? Right. Especially with women, it’s like arguing with kid. You
can’t win. Instead go with the flow and let the other say whatever.

•

Be open. Don’t judge people. If you meet a new people and immediately
start judging her/his opinions, you’ll get hated. Be open up and listen
people telling their opinions. By being open about this and not judging,
meeting new people and making them like you becames much more
easier.
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•

Don’t try to push people like you. Be yourself. If someone don’t like you,
it’s okay. There is always hater, you can’t please everyone. People are
more likely coming like you when you aren’t forcing them to like you.

•

Don’t brag. Don’t try to get validation example by bragging how many
women’s you fuck. None likes people who brag. True players don’t need
approval by telling how much women they get.

•

Don’t be arrogant. None likes arrogant people.

•

Smile. But in moderation. People who never smile, gives a vibe of boring
and negative guy. Don’t over do smiling either, but have it on
moderation. A little smirk is sexy and mysterious.

By applying these traits of the list above makes you much more charismatic
and more likeable. Start using them everyday. Over time it becomes your
second nature. Example the bodylanguage thing, when I first started to apply
it on my everyday situations, it was forced. When I did it again and again, it
became a habit I didn’t even notice. I naturally had that relaxed bodylanguage.

Getting rid of Social Anxiety
Social anxiety may be caused by the lack of the confidence of social skills.
Confidence and being confident of something are different things.
I’m confident of my ability to pick up women, my knowledge of fitness and
healthy life style, confident on sports. I’m not confident to have a speeches
infront of people. I’m not confident to sing. I’m not confident to play a piano.
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Being confident of doing something is a result of experience and success. I’ve
never played a piano so I’m not confident about it. I’ve have put lot of effort
and experience to master the dating game, so I’m confident around women.
I was insecure in social interactions, by always being a shy and quiet. This
combined with my over kindness by being too afraid to offend someone when
saying something in group, I couldn’t even get the chance to get that
experience to improve my social skills. This caused me social anxiety, I didn’t
believe myself in social situation. I was afraid of them because I was just
completely insecure about my social skills.
I refused to open my mouth and had scenarios of what would happen if I say
them. Like :

•

”Saying this will other’s think I’m weird”.

•

”This is not funny, saying this would be dumb”.

•

”Saying this will lower my social status”.

•

”I know this, but I’m too afraid to say it if other’s don’t like it”.

•

”I only have boring things to say”.

Over thinking the upcoming scenarios was the thing holding my back. It felt
uncomfortable to open my mouth and say these things. But the comfort zone
can only be expanded by going out of it. This is why my way of going bars
alone was good way to improve my social skills. As I couldn’t open my mouth
in group, by going talking with strangers I hadn’t the pressure of ”losing my
social status” or ”if I’m boring”. Of course I was shaking and nervous when I
had to do it, but as I did it again and again, I slowly improved. And started to
get confident about my social skills. This circle feeds itself. Talking more with
people makes you more social and confident on social situations.
Mood has also a big effect on how you feel the social anxiety. When I’m feeling
exhausted, depressed or overall on bad mood, the socializing with people isn’t
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the thing I want to do. When feeling like that, I’m trying to avoid having
conversations. I’m just not interested in talking when feeling shit. When
suffering of social anxiety already, it’s a vicious circle. You are feeling
depressed due the social anxiety and not avaiable to interact with people.
Then your mood’s get low and you are even less more likely to have an
conversations. And so on.
On the other hand, when I’m feeling good I’m more willing to talk with people
and being interested about them. Coffee usually perks me up and makes me
interested on things. Nootropics are good way to boost mood and your
performance. When you are feeling good, you like to have a conversations with
people, and that gives a vibe of being interested of them and they can sense it.
A good conversations leads you feeling more confident when talking with
people, and little by little the confidence just rolls and rolls higher, and finally
you are enough confident about your social skills and have beaten the social
anxiety.
A one way to start this if you are too scared to go by being yourself talking
with people, it to start lowering your inhibitons and mood by alternative ways.
Little bit of alcohol example. And nootropics as written above. This is though
slower process when it comes to your progress. I don’t recommend and
provoke you to use any illegal substances and break the law.
By using the performance boosting substances you’ll get good results as you
can see your real potential what you would be if wouldn’t have that social
anxiety holding your back. But later you should do this sober, as this way you
improve a dramatically way faster. I did this all from the beginning by going
alone to bars sober and forcing myself to talk with people. This extreme way of
going out of my past comfort zone improved my social anxiety dramatically,
and got me over it pretty fast. I’m now only using mood boosters on bad days,
only because when I’m not feeling good, girls can sense it and that lessens the
attraction.
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CHAPTER 3
How the dating game works?
It’s always the numbers game.
Women rarely takes an initiative as they already get approached by guys all
the time. Either in real life or on social media, so they won’t bother to take an
action. They won’t take the risk to get rejected.
So you need to take an action and approach. The more you approach, the
more you have chances to get laid. You just need to be in the right place at
right time. The probability of being there will raise the more you approach.
As I stated earlier on the rejection chapter, the rejection can be a result of so
many things that won’t have anything to do with you, so the right place, the
right time, is the case you want to get. She can have a bad day and hate all
guys, even on good day she would like you. Right time would be on good day.
You are not the fortune-teller and can’t know these kind of things, so you need
to go out there, explore and find out what she wants.
The dating game is about finding the girls that are attracted and available to
you at the moment.
The looks matter, as it opens the doors. You don’t need to be a male model
though to get laid. All you need to be, is to be good looking enough for her
standards, whatever she finds attractive. Usually an average looks is enough.
She has probably already fucked an uglier guy than you.
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Women don’t like only one type of men, like men aren’t attracted to only one
type of women. The two stereotypes I mentioned earlier on this book, the
handsome and masculine ”bad boy”. If you are average looking, and can even
slightly boost yourself to have a little ”bad boy” vibe, you are attractive enough
for most women on looks scale. The rest is how you can handle and the other
traits you have, and of course finding the right place and right time.
When you approach her, she either rejects you or approves you. Even if she is
attracted to you, she may be a shy to take the things further. You as a Man
have to be the leader and be responsible to escalate things further. If either of
you aren’t taking things anywhere, she will reject/friend zone you and wait for
someone to approach her who actually can be the leading one.
The more you get laid, the easier it gets to get laid. You give a more confident
and less desperate vibe everytime you get laid.
The biggest mistake most guys do, is to not take an action. Most guys just wait
and believe that one day they will find the love. They wait and wait, and
nothing ever chances. They let their happiness being dependent of other
factor’s and won’t themselves take the charge.
Be the guy who takes responsibility of your own happiness, go for your goals,
and don’t let your happiness being dependent of other people actions. When
you don’t need a social circle and can get what you want on your own, in this
case women, you will be the boss of your own.

Step by step how to go alone to bars/clubs and get laid
Note that at the bar part is also prolonged in the Program later in this book
and contains more examples. Skip this section for a while if you are just
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starting to improve your social skills and want to start with babysteps at
Chapter 4.

The preparation

Grooming, styling, maximizing your potential. One important thing what you
should not do before going out, is to masturbate. This will instantly kill your
motivation and you are more likely making up reasons why not to go out
there. Also, if you are taking an alcohol, you are less likely getting that
whiskey dick.
If you are too nervous about going, drink example a couple of beers and listen
some music that pumps you up for lessening the anxiety. You don’t need this
after you got good at this, but if you are just starting, this can be a good way
to relax a little bit.
I was myself so nervous when I went the first night alone, that I had to take
some alcohol. After this I went on sober thought, and that’s when the best
development happens. After you go sober out of your comfort zone, the
comfort zone will greatly expand. Do this same thing again on drunk after this,
and you feel unstobbable.

At the field

1. Investigate
Enter the club and go grab a drink if you feel so. This will relax you a little bit.
I take a beer or just water, depending if I’m thirsty for beer at the moment. I
don’t take alcohol for lessening the anxiety, as I’ve done this so many times I
can do this sober too. You will too if you already don’t, after you get good at
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this and get the experience. I can say it’s pretty relieving feeling when your
dating life isn’t dependent of alcohol. This also saves a lot of money.
Walk around and take a look at how’s the crowd there. If there is a ratio of
90:10 guys to girls, just change the bar to another where is more girls. I may
try to pick up these few first, but it’ll probably go nowhere. Sometimes I had
succeed to pull on cases where there were mostly guys, but that’s rare, so I
prefer places where are more opportunities.

2. Approaching
After wandering around and realizing there are a good possibilities of girls you
would be attracted to, start cold approaching immediately. This way you get on
the mood and outgoing vibe, and won’t just stuck in the table. Dont be
concerned about ”warming up”, but have a goal on the very first approach that
you will fuck her.
There are nights when I have been luckily on the right place at the right time,
and pulled the first girl I approached. Then there are nights when I’ve gone
more than 20 approaches, and still didn’t managed to pull. The variance can be
a huge, and the factors affecting in it I have wrote earlier in this book.

Where to approach?
Now if you have no idea where to pickup girls at bar, these are good places:

•

Smoking room. More quiet and easy to start convos like asking a light.

•

At bar when getting drinks. It’s good place to start convos, and get out
easily if it’s not going anywhere.
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•

Dancefloor.

•

Quiet spots (These rarely appear in nightclubs)

Not as good places:

•

Girls sitting at table. 3 is a good amount. If they are just 2 of them, you
need to entertaiment her friend so she won’t cockblock you. Sometimes
though it’s okay for her friend if you are just 3 of you there to have all
the time with you and her. 3 of girls is better, as now they have 2 of
them still left to hang out each other and you can have all the time with
the girl you are picking up.

Bad places:
•

People having their own inside social circle. Usually bunch of guys and
girls who are only together and don’t socialize none out of their circle.
Not only if you are picking up girl from this kind of group, there usually
comes the jealousy guys trying to cockblock you. Avoid these, so you
don’t waste time.

How to open?

Earlier I used to mass approach and go for inside groups I mentioned above,
even I knew it wouldn’t go anywhere. It was back then just training to get rid
of approach anxiety and expand my comfort zone. Now I only approach these
who I know I would have chances, like not jumping on those inside circles.
Examples of how to open conversation:

•

“Hello, how’s your night going so far? you are cute btw”

•

“Hi you are hot, wanna dance?”

•

“You are both cute, how’s your night?”

•

“You have a lighter” [she gives a light] “Thx, you are cute btw, I’m …
[hand shake]”
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Showing your intentions right away that you are attracted to her and want to
fuck her. Not some indirect opening lines where she may think you just want
to have a conversation with her. It’s not a desperate move to compliment her,
at least when you aren’t doing it too much.
On club environment it’s all about you want to fuck. The earlier you show your
intentions, the better. She will anyway decide on the first few minutes of your
encounter either she will fuck you or not. So it’s just better to make clear that
you are the Man who do what he want’s and is confident enough to be straight
about this. Not playing some stupid games. There is no need for games if she
wants to fuck you.
After opening, have a little small talk. Somewhere around 5-15 minutes is
good enough time of talking. Then you start escalating physically and building
the sexual tension. It isn’t necessary to have a step by step escalating routine,
example first slowly touching her arm, then knee, then hug her, then make out
and so on. You can still get laid even zero escalating, but this kind of physical
escalating is like foreplay and you can read either she is willing to have a sex
with you.
If she rejects your attempt to go for make out, don’t piss off. Take it cool and
have a little humour and self irony, like: ”Haha, sorry I was too quick to take
things further” or ”Haha, sorry I’m too aggressive, but you are too hot so I
can’t resist”.
Continue small talk, tease her playfully. Remember to have an eye contact,
this greatly builds the sexual tension between you. Now try again afterwards, if
she rejects again, repeat. Continue a while, if you see that things aren’t going
anywhere and she isn’t interested to make out, just leave politely. Maybe ask
her phonenumber for date (Some girls aren’t doing make outs with strangers
at the same night, but are willing to fuck on the dates).
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If she approves your attempt to make out, it’s all in your hands now. Keep
making out passionately, tease her, take her maybe to dancefloor and do some
dirty dancing with her. Keep it physical all the time from there, example grab
her hand when you are walking from one place to other. It’s physical game,
and the more you are at physical contact, the more she is comfortable to be
around you and is sexually interested. It warms her up.
At some point ask where is the after party, and suggest either of your places.
Again, if she is not ready yet to leave bar with you and go for your/her place,
keep doing what you did before and build more the sexual tension. And ask
again later.
When she agrees, you have succeeded. Have a fun and remember to have a
safe sex! If you want to go hardcore, you can ask straight for sex in the
nearest toilet. All this takes is about 15-60 minutes. I usually won’t bother to
be with girl over hour if it looks like things aren’t going nowhere, unless the
girl is super cool and I would like to take her to date.
But what if she rejects me in the first 10 seconds? Don’t worry, this is usual.
Just go for new girl and do steps above. It’s not a rocket science, shortly and
simply the steps are this:
1. Approach and make your intentions clear
2. If she rejects, go back to step 1. If she don’t reject, go to step 3.
3. Have a small talk, example ask where she’s from, how’s her night been
this far, do she go this place often. The topic can be whatever as long as
you keep it playful and tease her.
4. After few minutes escalate physically. Depending where you are,
example if you sit next to her, pull her against you. If you are standing
and you have balls to pull your hand over her hip, go for it. Remember to
not force it if she refuses. If you are not confident enough to directly
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escalate, ask her to dance floor. That’s a good place to escalate and go
for make outs.
5. Ask directly to place for after party aka sex. If she disagree, back to step
4. If she disagree again and looks like things aren’t going nowhere, back
to step 1. Otherwise,congratulations!
What if there isn’t girls to approach on quiet spots?
No worry, just go for dance floor and try from there.

Hopefully you found this eBook sample helpful! If you are
interested about the full version, check the next page what it
offers more.
Lot of the content of the full version though are found in my
sites www.lonewolfmentality.com or www.playertricks.com if
you explore the blog posts.
The full version of this eBook can be get here.
Sincerely,
Brad
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This current eBook
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The full version of the eBook.

